
Tie Skirt

Supplies:

Ties – Number varies based on the waist size and width of ties

Scissors

Tape measure

Elastic for waist band (3/4” – 1” depending on size of child)

Sewing machine

Figuring out proper measurements:

Start by measuring the child’s waist and the length from waist to knee. You can add length to make a
longer skirt, but keep in mind that the points add length, but no coverage,
into consideration when adjust the length.

Measuring from the start of the points, place a pin for where the waist would fall.

Measure the width of the tie at the pin.
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Getting started:
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To create the casing for the elastic waist, measure from the pins, placed earlier, away from the points.
you are using ¾” elastic, you will want to measure up 2.5
at the new measurement.

Pin ties side by side, lining the starts of the points

Cut the length of the ties along the pins that you placed for the elastic casi

To create the casing for the elastic waist, measure from the pins, placed earlier, away from the points.
elastic, you will want to measure up 2.5”. If you are using 1” elastic go 3

Pin ties side by side, lining the starts of the points, and matching fold lines.

ties along the pins that you placed for the elastic casing.

To create the casing for the elastic waist, measure from the pins, placed earlier, away from the points. If
elastic go 3”. Place pins



Sew along fold lines, until all ties are sewn together, finishing by sewing the first tie to the last tie added.

Trim Seam allowance.

Fold ½” on waist edge. Then fold again 1

Stitch close to fold, leaving an opening to add the elastic.

Add elastic as for any elastic waist garment.

Finish hole in casing.

Sew along fold lines, until all ties are sewn together, finishing by sewing the first tie to the last tie added.

Then fold again 1” for ¾” Elastic, and 1 ¼” for 1” elastic.

Stitch close to fold, leaving an opening to add the elastic. Adorable!!

Add elastic as for any elastic waist garment.

Sew along fold lines, until all ties are sewn together, finishing by sewing the first tie to the last tie added.

Adorable!!




